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   The Covid-19 outbreak continues to impact the Action Bible Program.  Guatemala is still under restrictions that 
create unique challenges in distributing the Action Bibles and its curriculum.  Our team trusts that God remains in 
control of this situation, and we will soon begin to take steps to return to our regular daily work.

   With the restrictions still in place, we are finding creative ways to reach children with the Action Bibles.  Partner-
ing with school teachers who have stayed connected with students and their families is effective in reaching 
children with these materials.   These dedicated teachers deliver Action Bibles and schoolwork to children in their 
homes to keep them up to date as they continue with their school year from home.  It is necessary to send the 
Action Bibles by mail to teachers to distribute in locations with more rigid restrictions.

   Following up and building Eternal relationships with the children is 
more difficult at a distance.  Teachers are sending reports updating us 
on the progress the children make as they go through the readings.  We 
can then send a reward like toothpaste, brushes, soccer balls, and candy, 
to encourage and motivate these amazing kids. 
 
   I have been blessed with a few opportunities to visit small groups of 
children in their homes, and it is so encouraging to see how the families 
are engaging and reading the Action Bible together.   Reading scripture 
together has a positive impact on the whole family during this difficult 
time when they need the hope of Jesus the most.

    Our team continues to encounter families living in extremely poor conditions.  
Many are unable to provide enough food to feed their children.  To support 
these families, we have been delivering food and essential supplies to meet this 
need and share the love of Christ with them.
 
   Thank you for your prayers, encouragement, and financial support.  We pray 
for you, your families, and your ministry.  

In Christ…Nelson
Guatemala Action Bible Field Director


